Excessive pricing by a dominant firm is considered as one of the most blatant forms of abuse. Despite this, competition authorities frequently refrain from intervening against excessive prices. The non-interventionist approach is based, among others, on the premise that high prices encourage new entry and thereby should be feared less. According to this view, in many cases, excessive prices are likely to be competed away and make intervention redundant. This paper questions this conventional view and reconsiders whether excessive prices are indeed self-correcting. It illustrates how, in the majority of cases, excessive prices will not attract new entry of viable competitors, whether entry barriers are high or low. Furthermore, it shows how, at times, the prohibition of excessive prices may encourage, rather than discourage, entry. By doing so, this paper narrows and focuses the arguments against intervention. Accordingly, it concludes that if excessive pricing is not to be prohibited, it should not be because it is thought to be "self-correcting," but rather for reasons such as the need to stimulate investment or difficulties of implementation, which should be assessed on a case by case basis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the consumers' eyes, excessive pricing by a dominant firm is one of the most noticeable and blatant forms of abuse. In many ways, it is regarded as a classic economic evil, a clear exploitation that transfers wealth from consumers to powerful undertakings and directly causes the inefficiencies that competition laws are meant to prevent.
Despite this, competition authorities are frequently reluctant to intervene against alleged excessive prices. Such a non-interventionist approach is often based on the premise that the "invisible hand" of the competitive process will bring about lower prices and better products. Competition law is therefore regarded as an ill-suited vehicle for price regulation, a task more suitable for specific regulators of problematic markets, in which competition does not "work." times argued that intervention by competition agencies might risk affecting the prospects of new entry into the market as the market force, according to which excessive prices invite new entry, would be handicapped if excessive pricing is prohibited.
In this paper, we question the validity of the third ground for nonintervention, namely, that excessive prices are self-correcting, because they attract entry. We do so by showing that in the majority of cases, excessive prices, in themselves, do not attract new entry, whether entry barriers into the market are high or low. We also show how in some cases, contrary to the conventional view, the prohibition of excessive pricing may encourage, rather than discourage, entry.
By narrowing the validity of the third ground for non-intervention, we shift the focus to the first two grounds. Accordingly, if a competition authority decides not to attack a dominant firm for excessive pricing, it should do so for reasons such as the need to stimulate investment, or because of difficulties in implementation.
The exclusion of the third ground from the "non-intervention equation" assists in drawing attention to circumstances in which enforcement of excessive prices may be merited; in some cases, the competition authority may decide that stimulation of investment is not a compelling issue. This could occur, for example, when the level of investment required in the particular industry in question is relatively low, when the dominant firm has presumably recouped its investments in the past (as in the case in which the dominant firm had enjoyed a patent and the patent expired or the case in which the dominant firm received a government-protected monopoly position for a considerable period and recouped most of its investments), or when the competition authority has found a way to take account of the investment consideration when assessing what an excessive price is. In addition, the competition authority could hold that it is able to overcome the problems of implementation in a particular case. For example, there could be reliable benchmarks that show that the dominant firm's prices were excessive. In other cases, recent and reliable cost studies could be available and could reveal whether prices were considerably above cost.
When a competition authority decides that the first (stimulation of investment) and second (difficulties of implementation) grounds for nonintervention are not compelling, our paper suggests that intervention may be monopolistic pricing] drastically reduces, and may even forego the chance to protect consumers in the future by competition rather than policy intervention); See also Office of Fair Trading, Decision of the Director General OFT CA98/2/2001 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd (2001) : "The Director considers that a price is excessive and an abuse . . . where it is clear that high profits will not stimulate successful new entry within a reasonable period." merited, because the third ground (excessive prices are self-correcting) offers limited justification for non-intervention.
II. NON-INTERVENTION AS A DOMINANT POLICY
Before focusing on the validity of the third ground, a brief overview of enforcement policies of excessive prices may assist in positioning our arguments in context. The approach towards excessive pricing has taken two different directions on each side of the Atlantic. The U.S. has long championed a non-interventionist approach. In several instances, the United States Supreme Court has held that U.S. antitrust law does not encompass the charge of high prices.
5 Accordingly, excessive pricing by a dominant firm is not considered a violation in and of itself. In contrast, in Europe, a more, although limited, interventionist enforcement policy resulted in a number of cases at both the European and Member States' level. Article 82 of the EC Treaty targets any abuse by undertakings of a dominant position and refers to the possibility that such abuse may consist of "directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions." 7 The wording "unfair" in Article 82(a) was held by the European Courts and Commission to encompass excessive pricing.
8 EU jurisprudence generally describes excessive pricing as one that has no reasonable relation to economic value.
9 An excessive price is described as a price that is "excessively" above the price that would have prevailed had the same market been competitive. As the Court of Justice in the United Brands case puts it:
It is advisable therefore to ascertain whether the dominant undertaking has made use of the opportunities arising out of its dominant position in such a way to reap trading 5 Note that Section 2, Sherman Antitrust Act (1890), prohibits "Monopolizing trade"; Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263, 274 n.12 (2d Cir. 1979 12 The small number of cases is a direct result of the three grounds mentioned earlier. It reflects the practical difficulties in establishing the excessiveness of price, the notion that excessive prices are often self-correcting and the fear that their prohibition risks chilling investment incentives.
The reluctance to engage in "price regulation" was echoed in several of the European Commission yearly reports on competition policy:
. . . The Commission in its decision-making practice does not normally control or condemn the high level of prices as such. Rather it examines the behaviour of the dominant company designed to preserve its dominance, usually directly against competitors or new entrants who would normally bring about effective competition and the price level associated with it.
13
Illustrative in this respect are comments made by Philip Lowe, Director General of the Commission's Directorate General for Competition, who indicated that the European Commission will only intervene when the pricing abuse is not self-correcting:
. . . we are obviously aware that in many markets intervention by a competition authority will not be necessary. We are also aware that it is extremely difficult to measure what constitutes an excessive price. In practice, most of our enforcement focuses therefore as in 10 The Director General will be mindful of the need not to interfere in natural market mechanisms where high prices will encourage new entry or innovation and thereby increase competition. In such markets, excessive prices will be regarded as an abuse only where it is clear that high profits will not stimulate successful new entry within a reasonable period.
15
Excessive prices may be considered to be an abuse only if they have persisted in the absence of continuing successful innovation and/or without stimulating successful new entry or a significant loss of market share.
16
In what follows, we examine the weight that should be attributed to the "self-correcting" nature of excessive pricing as a variable that justifies nonintervention. Our aim is not to advocate intervention as such, but rather to show that if a competition authority is to refrain from intervening against excessive prices in a particular case, it should be mainly because of the other two reasons for non-intervention: the need to stimulate investment or difficulties of implementation.
III. ARE EXCESSIVE PRICES SELF-CORRECTING?
The notion that excessive prices can be self-correcting is based on two subarguments. The first sub-argument is that excessive prices attract new entry (when entry is profitable) and therefore should be feared less. The second sub-argument is that because of the prospects of new entry, dominant firms will lower prices and refrain from charging excessive prices. Had the new entrant been able to secretly enter the market, without the incumbent anticipating such entry, high pre-entry prices may have been able to attract entry. In such a case, the entrant could have slightly undercut the incumbent's high prices and served the customers he managed to secretly "steal" from the incumbent for a relatively high price and profit. Yet, in practice, such "secret" entry is highly unlikely. Once the incumbent detects the first steps of entry, it is expected to react immediately, and the resulting price war is expected to bring prices down to competitive levels very quickly. The entrant, for its part, expects such competitive pricing to prevail almost immediately upon entry, and it contemplates whether to expend the costs of entry into the market given these competitive and modest post-entry profits. Another possibility is that the entrant wishes to remain a fringe competitor, with a very small market share. Such fringe entry would usually not stimulate a price war and would therefore be attracted by excessive prices. But the entrance of insignificant fringe firms, which cannot restrain the incumbent's excessive price in the long run, is not the sort of entry that would alleviate concerns from excessive prices. This is the case even where natural or legal entry barriers other than the fear of low post-entry prices seem to be low. The ultimate entry barrier, in such cases, is the fear of low post-entry prices. This entry barrier is particularly acute if the entrant perceives the dominant firm to be more efficient or attractive to consumers than the potential entrant is (which is often the case, because of the advantages of incumbency: experience, economies of scale, brand recognition, consumer loyalty, and so forth).
Accordingly, if a potential entrant has sufficient information regarding the incumbent's advantages, and particularly the incumbent's marginal costs ch. 9, p. 368, who stresses, on a related point, that "[o]ne possibility is that the price of the established firm has commitment value. That is, the entrants expect the pre-entry price to prevail after entry. However, such a theory is not very convincing. Entry into many markets is a decision that covers a period of many months or years, whereas a price can often be changed within a few days or weeks." 18 Even when the role of the pre-entry price as an informative signal is acknowledged, however, we show below that excessive pricing does not attract entry in a way that alleviates policy concerns. 19 A firm's marginal cost is its cost of supplying an additional unit.
(or at least regarding the relation between the incumbent's marginal costs and the entrant's marginal costs) and the entrant perceives the incumbent to be more efficient than it is, it is unlikely to enter, even if the incumbent is charging an excessive price. Conversely, if a potential entrant perceives the incumbent to be less efficient than it is, it is likely to enter (absent other entry barriers), but, again, not because of the excessive price. Such an entrant would have entered regardless of the level of pre-entry prices. Again, when entrants have sufficient information about the relative efficiency (or advantages) of incumbents, it is the expected post-entry price and not the pre-entry price that affects the entrant's decision of whether to enter.
As documented by the game-theoretic literature, at times, high prices may invite new entry if they can credibly signal to uninformed new entrants that the dominant firm is inefficient.
20 But as shall be explained in Section IV, non-regulation of excessive prices could actually lessen the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices. In a nutshell, for a credible signal to be sent to uninformed potential entrants, it is not necessary that prices be excessive. All that is needed is that an inefficient incumbent charges a higher price than an efficient incumbent would have charged had he been in the efficient incumbent's place. This could also occur when excessive pricing is prohibited, as long as an inefficient incumbent is allowed to charge a higher price than an efficient incumbent: a potential entrant could infer from pre-entry prices whether the incumbent is relatively inefficient. Accordingly, even when the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices is taken into account, it cannot be said that excessive prices will necessarily invite entry. In many instances, it could even be to the contrary; that better signaling and more entry are expected if excessive pricing is prohibited than if excessive pricing is allowed.
Another possibility worth mentioning is that an excessive price will attract entry because it signals how high the collusive (cartel-like) price could be following entry. If consumers are willing to pay the incumbent's excessive price, as the argument goes, they would be willing to pay such a price also after entry, if collusion between the entrant and incumbent evolves. But entry of a firm that places a high probability on stable collusion over a cartel price is not the type of entry that would significantly alleviate the concerns , pp. 662-683 (1997) , for an experimental study exploring these theories. Note that the analysis in the text discusses the possibility that the potential entrant does not know the incumbent's costs. It could be argued that if a potential entrant does not know the costs of the incumbent, how can the competition authority know them to determine whether prices are excessive or not. However, the competition authority is able to obtain information from the incumbent during its investigation, whereas the potential entrant cannot access this information.
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Journal of Competition Law & Economics from excessive prices. In other words, entry induced by high and rational hopes for collusion does not correct the excessive price. Excessive prices are likely to remain, because of the likely lack of price competition among rivals. All that consumers would benefit from is more variety-not competitive pricing. Accordingly, in what follows, we shall focus on the ability of excessive prices to signal the inefficiency of the incumbent. After describing in some detail the theory according to which such signaling could occur, we show why the possibility of such signaling does not necessarily mean that excessive prices are self-correcting.
B. The Signaling Virtue of Pre-Entry Prices
Let us first explain when pre-entry prices can signal to uninformed entrants whether the dominant firm is inefficient, thereby at times attracting entry. Suppose that a monopoly firm (hereinafter "the incumbent") could be either "efficient" (that is, with low marginal costs, of £8 per unit) or "inefficient" (that is, with high marginal costs, of £10 per unit). 21 A potential entrant does not know whether the incumbent monopolist is efficient or inefficient. Suppose further that an efficient incumbent's monopoly price is £24 per unit and an inefficient incumbent's monopoly price is £30 per unit. Indeed, the monopoly price of a firm with higher marginal costs is higher than the monopoly price of a firm with lower marginal costs.
22 Suppose excessive pricing is permitted and there is a potential entrant, for which entry is profitable if the incumbent is inefficient, but unprofitable if the incumbent is efficient.
To continue, we need to make an assumption regarding what the entrant will decide to do if the entrant receives no credible signal from pre-entry prices. That is, what is the entrant's prior tendency if he remains in the dark as to the incumbent's relative efficiency-to enter or not to enter? Let us first assume that the entrant's prior tendency is not to enter; absent additional information or signals about whether the incumbent is efficient or not, the entrant decides not to enter, just as the case would be, had the entrant become aware that the incumbent is efficient 23 (we shall later see that our results remain intact under the opposite assumption according to 21 For simplicity, it is assumed that the marginal cost is the same per each unit. 22 See, e.g., Tirole (above n 17), at p. 66. 23 This prior tendency could stem from the entrant placing a high enough probability on the possibility that the incumbent is efficient and its factoring in of this probability with the costs of entry and expected profits after entry. This is a reasonable assumption when the costs of entry are substantial, so that a mistake on the part of the entrant is too costly, as facing an efficient incumbent would not allow the entrant to recoup these costs of entry. Note that the entrant's prior tendency of whether to enter is a function of the entrant's prior beliefs about the profitability of entry. The entrant could update these beliefs if the incumbent signals its efficiency through pre-entry pricing, or keep these beliefs unchanged if the incumbent does not signal its efficiency through pre-entry pricing. Also note that we are not assuming any
Are Excessive Prices Really Self-Correcting? 257 which the entrant's prior tendency, if it does not receive credible signals from pre-entry prices, is to enter). Despite the entrant's prior tendency not to enter, if the entrant learns from pre-entry prices that the incumbent is inefficient, it does enter. In such a case, if an efficient incumbent wishes to deter entry, and the incumbent knows about the entrant's prior tendency not to enter, 24 the incumbent can set a price lower than its monopoly price to signal to the potential entrant that the incumbent is indeed efficient. Such pricing is often called "limit pricing"-setting a price lower than the monopoly price to deter entry. For example, instead of charging its monopoly price of £24 per unit, an efficient incumbent might charge a somewhat lower price of £16 per unit.
For limit pricing to convey accurate information, however, the signal that it conveys must be credible. That is, it must be unprofitable for an inefficient incumbent to disguise itself as an efficient incumbent by charging the limit price of £16 per unit, thereby trying to "fool" the entrant and deter its entry, despite it being actually profitable for the entrant to enter. The limit price has to be set by an efficient incumbent low enough so as to make such mimicking behavior on the part of an inefficient incumbent unprofitable. For example, the limit price of £16 per unit grants an inefficient incumbent, in our example, a profit per unit of only £6 (because such an incumbent's marginal costs are £10 per unit). It might be more profitable for an inefficient incumbent not to charge the limit price of £16 per unit, but rather to charge its monopoly price of £30 per unit. This way, the incumbent would make more profits before entry, and this could more than offset the fact that such a price exposes the incumbent's inefficiency and attracts entry (causing lower profits after entry). Note that the story is different for an efficient incumbent: a limit price of £16 per unit may be profitable for it, because it can still make a profit per unit of £8, although signaling that it is efficient and keeping the entrant out of the market.
If such a limit price exists, then only an efficient incumbent would charge it, and the entrant could understand whether the incumbent is efficient or not by looking at the pre-entry price (this type of equilibrium is called a kind of irrational behavior on the part of potential entrants. When it comes to profit-maximizing firms, we believe this to be a reasonable assumption. 24 Because we are focusing on the incumbent's pre-entry pricing behavior, what really matters is what the incumbent thinks about entrants' prior tendency, and not necessarily entrants' actual prior tendency. Thus the case analyzed in the text in which the entrant's prior tendency is not to enter actually applies whenever the incumbent believes the entrant to be of such prior tendency. In reality, there could be several potential entrants. The incumbent's decision whether to signal its efficiency via the pre-entry price hinges on how the incumbent thinks such signaling will affect entrants' behavior. For example, if the incumbent places a high enough probability on the possibility that most potential entrants' prior tendencies are not to enter, the incumbent will behave in the manner described in the accompanying text and following two paragraphs.
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"separating equilibrium" in the literature). This is a particular case in which the high price of an inefficient incumbent that cannot disguise itself as an efficient incumbent does invite entry. Such a case does not always occur, however, because it might be that an inefficient incumbent does find it profitable to disguise as an efficient incumbent and charge the same limit price an efficient incumbent would be willing to charge. In a particular case, it might be that the lowest limit price that is profitable for an efficient incumbent to charge is also profitable for an inefficient incumbent to charge. For example, suppose, as before, that an efficient incumbent would be willing to charge a limit price of £16 per unit, but no lower. Suppose that charging lower than £16 per unit is not profitable even for an efficient incumbent because deterring entry is not worth sacrificing so much pre-entry profits. Suppose also that an inefficient incumbent too would be willing to charge this limit price of £16 per unit, because an inefficient incumbent too is willing to sacrifice pre-entry profits by charging £16 per unit instead of £30 per unit to deter entry.
In such cases, where an inefficient incumbent wants to mimic an efficient incumbent's limit price (a type of equilibrium called a "pooling equilibrium" in the literature), entry will not occur in our example because of the entrant's prior tendency not to enter and the entrant's fear that the incumbent might be efficient. When an inefficient incumbent cannot mimic an efficient incumbent's limit price (a "separating equilibrium"), entry will occur. Accordingly, high prices ( particularly the inefficient incumbent's monopoly price) invite entry in a separating equilibrium, whereas in a pooling equilibrium, even if prices are well above the competitive level (and may well be excessive according to the competition authority's standards), 25 they do not invite entry. In our example, in a pooling equilibrium, the incumbent charges £16 per unit, which is 100 percent higher than its marginal costs if it is efficient and 60 percent higher than its marginal costs if it is inefficient. Had there been viable competition in the market, price might have been closer to the incumbent's marginal costs (for example, £12 per unit).
Hence, even when pre-entry prices have the ability to signal the incumbent's efficiency, it is not necessarily the case that excessive prices invite entry, because the type of prices that deter entry could also be "excessive" according to some pre-defined standard. All that can be said in the case of a separating equilibrium is that prices that invite entry are even higher than those that deter it.
We have assumed that the entrant's prior tendency is not to enter, that is, when the entrant does not receive signals from pre-entry prices regarding whether the incumbent is efficient or not, it refrains from entering, because of its prior beliefs about the profitability of entry. But our conclusions remain intact under the opposite assumption, according to which the entrant's prior tendency is to enter, that is, the assumption that when the entrant does not receive signals from pre-entry prices regarding whether the incumbent is efficient or not, it enters.
27 In a nut shell, when the entrant's prior tendency is to enter, 28 and the incumbent is inefficient, the incumbent has no use in trying to disguise itself as an efficient incumbent and creating a pooling equilibrium. This is because when the incumbent disguises as an efficient incumbent, the entrant receives no signals from pre-entry prices and acts on its prior tendency: it enters even if the incumbent charges the limit price. Conversely, if the incumbent is efficient, it has no point in charging a limit price, because, as noted, an inefficient incumbent does not wish to disguise as an efficient one. Hence, as has been shown in formal models, 29 when the entrant's prior tendency is to enter, the incumbent (whether efficient or inefficient) does not engage in limit pricing and charges its monopoly price. In such models, entry occurs when the incumbent is inefficient, but not because the pre-entry price is excessive. As noted, entry would have occurred even if the incumbent had charged a limit price, however low this price may be. Conversely, in such models, entry does not occur when the incumbent is efficient, despite the fact that the incumbent charges its monopoly price, which may well be excessive, according to the competition authority's standards.
As we can see, the notion that pre-entry prices can attract entry by signaling the incumbent's efficiency to the entrant is based on complex theories, which in turn hinge on various assumptions about the sophistication of the incumbent and the entrant and on what each of them knows or does not know. For example, they assume that although the entrant does not know how efficient the incumbent is, he knows enough about market conditions to deduce from pre-entry pricing whether the incumbent is efficient or not. 27 The entrant's prior tendency will be to enter when it places a high enough probability on the possibility that the incumbent is inefficient so that, given the costs of entry and expected profits after entry, the entrant believes entry to be profitable. 28 That is, the incumbent places a high probability on the possibility that most potential entrants' prior tendency is to enter. 29 See Tirole (above n 17), at p. 371 for a formal presentation of this type of case.
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To summarize the rather complex analysis of the previous paragraphs, recall that we are interested in examining the claim that excessive prices invite entry (and are therefore self-correcting). We have seen that this claim is incorrect. First, if the entrant is informed about the incumbent's efficiency, the pre-entry price has no effect on entry. It is only the expected post-entry price that matters. Second, even when potential entrants are not informed about the incumbent's relative efficiency, the "very" high price of an inefficient incumbent could attract entry, but only if a so called "separating equilibrium" exists and only under the game-theoretic literature's restrictive assumptions. Moreover, even then, the somewhat lower limit price of an efficient incumbent, which deters entry, also may well be excessive under some pre-defined standard, only less "excessive" than the pre-entry price of an inefficient incumbent.
More importantly, as will be shown in Section IV, even if excessive pricing were prohibited, pre-entry prices could have equal, or even better, "entry-attracting" signaling value. Pre-entry prices need not be excessive in order for them to attract entry by signaling that the incumbent is inefficient. It is enough that inefficient incumbents charge different pre-entry prices than efficient ones.
This analysis also shows that the prospects of new entry will not necessarily induce the incumbent to refrain from excessive pricing. Our analysis of the game-theoretic literature revealed two scenarios in which the prospects of new entry induce the incumbent to engage in limit pricing to deter entry. Both occur when the new entrant is uninformed about the incumbent's costs and its prior tendency is not to enter. The first occurs under the so-called "separating equilibrium," provided that the incumbent is efficient relative to new entrants, and the second occurs under the so-called "pooling equilibrium," in which whether the incumbent is efficient or not, it engages in limit pricing. This limit pricing, however, could constitute pricing well above the competitive level. Accordingly, not only are the circumstances under which limit pricing evolves limited, limit pricing itself does not necessarily mean that prices are not "excessive," under some pre-defined standard.
It is interesting to note that when potential entrants are uninformed not only about the incumbent's costs, but also about their own expected costs, and they believe their own expected costs to be correlated with the incumbent's costs, at least one study has shown, under certain (admittedly, quite restrictive) assumptions, that excessive pricing by the incumbent could even deter entry. This is because such excessive pricing may signal to the uninformed entrants that the costs of operating in the market are high, thereby making entry less profitable.
30
It is important to note that if one dismisses the signaling theories analyzed in this section as highly theoretical, and the assumptions they are based upon as restrictive, this only strengthens the claim that excessive prices are not selfcorrecting. In such a case, pre-entry prices have no effect on entry. It is only the entrant's belief as to post-entry prices that matters. Naturally, then, excessive prices could not be self-correcting: the incumbent is expected to charge the highest price the market can bear, because it knows that pre-entry prices have no effect on entry. The entrant, for its part, knows that the postentry price may be considerably lower than the pre-entry price and that however high the pre-entry price is, entry may be unprofitable. Conversely, given the entrant's expectation as to the post-entry price and profits, it could believe entry to be profitable, but, again, regardless of the pre-entry price.
C. The Prohibition of Excessive Pricing in Markets with Low Entry Barriers
Our analysis has shown that in the majority of cases, excessive prices are not self-correcting, because they do not attract new entry. Current literature does acknowledge that where entry barriers into a market are sufficiently high, new entry will not occur, despite excessive pricing. 31 In the same spirit, however, the literature implies that when entry barriers into the market are low, excessive prices are self-correcting. 32 In what follows, we show that this is not necessarily the case.
To be sure, if new entry of viable firms occurs, the dominant firm's dominance will be eroded, and prices will go down. It remains to be asked, however: if entry barriers into the market are low, should a dominant firm be able to defend itself against a claim that it had charged excessive prices for a significant period, while its dominance persisted? That is, could the dominant firm claim that because entry barriers into its market are low, it cannot be that its prices were excessive?
Our analysis in Section III(B) implies that the answer is no. We have shown that easy entry into a market does not induce the dominant firm to lower its prices. On the contrary, the only case in which a dominant firm ever wishes to charge a limit price (a price somewhat lower than its 31 See, e.g., Motta & de Streel (above n 2), p. 16 ("The first necessary but not sufficient condition is static and relies on the presence of high and non-transitory barriers to entry. In such a case, it is extremely unlikely that market forces would be able to challenge the dominant firm and that the abusive practices will be self-correcting. In practice, the investigated firm should enjoy a monopoly (or near monopoly), or control an essential facility whose position may not be contestable. pp. 635-636. 32 As O'Donoghue & Padilla, Id: ". . .The need for a strict enforcement policy is less obvious in circumstances where the market is contestable, since high prices would ordinarily attract new entrants that would compete away the excessive margins." 262 Journal of Competition Law & Economics monopoly price) is when this limit price can act as an entry barrier in and of itself. This is clearly a case in which an entry barrier does exist: it takes the form of the entrant's fear that the incumbent is too efficient and post-entry prices are too low to make entry profitable. We have seen that when no significant entry barriers exist, including the fear of the incumbent being too efficient, even the prospects of the dominant incumbent engaging in limit pricing disappear. The incumbent has nothing to lose, because it knows that its pricing behavior will have no effect on entry; entry might occur at any time. The incumbent might as well charge monopolistic prices for as long as it can. If it is lucky, such excessive prices and profits could persist for significant periods. Accordingly, if the competition authority shows that a dominant firm in a market with low entry barriers indeed priced excessively for several years, it seems wrong to let such a dominant firm go without sanctions just because entry barriers are low. As noted, it is precisely these low entry barriers that could have induced the dominant firm to price so excessively, because limit pricing, when entry barriers are low, will not occur.
33
It could be claimed that it might take competition authorities several years to bring a case against the dominant firm, and that by the time the case is brought, entry will have occurred and the excessive price will have been dissipated. One must not disregard, however, the deterrent value of competition law. The aim is not merely to stop the dominant firm from charging an excessive price, but to deter it from doing so in the first place. If the dominant firm is not deterred from doing so, the inefficiencies involved in the excessive price, in the form of sub-optimal consumption of the product or service, would persist for the several years in which the excessive price had lasted.
If indeed the dominant firm's dominance persisted for a long period, another possibility, other than the dominant firm merely being "lucky," is that entry barriers of some sort do exist, but went undetected by the competition authority. In such a case, as noted earlier, 34 the prospects of entry could not alleviate excessive pricing, because there are no prospects of entry.
IV. COULD THE PROHIBITION OF EXCESSIVE PRICES MAKE ENTRY MORE LIKELY?
In Section III, we have seen how pre-entry prices could sometimes signal, under certain game-theoretic models, to uninformed entrants whether the 33 Note, e.g., the Estonian Supreme Court judgments in AS Eesti Telefon v. Estonian Competition Board (Dec. 2002, no. 3 -3 -1 -66 -02) in which the court rejected an argument that enforcement is redundant as an excessive price would lead to market entry. The court held that even if this was the case, consumers' welfare would be damaged in the interim period. incumbent is efficient. The analysis there examined the signaling virtue of pre-entry pricing assuming there is no prohibition of excessive pricing and the incumbent can charge as high a price as it likes. One might claim that, in this subtle sense, it is a bad idea to prohibit excessive pricing, because when excessive pricing is allowed, substantially excessive pre-entry prices could, at least, sometimes signal that the incumbent is inefficient, thereby attracting entry.
However, such a claim ignores the fact that even when excessive prices are prohibited, pre-entry prices could have equal, or even better, signaling value. For signaling to take place, prices need not be excessive. All that is needed is that the pre-entry price an inefficient incumbent charges is higher than the pre-entry price it would have charged had it been efficient.
To illustrate, let us turn to the case where excessive pricing is indeed prohibited, so that the incumbent can charge not more than its marginal costs plus a "competitive" profit k.
35 Note that this type of prohibition of excessive pricing does not demand an inefficient incumbent charge a "competitive" price that an efficient incumbent would charge. Because an inefficient incumbent's marginal costs are higher than an efficient incumbent's marginal costs, the incumbent is allowed to charge a higher price if it is inefficient.
What does such a prohibition do to the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices? Will an inefficient incumbent more often mimic the pre-entry price of an efficient incumbent, thereby keeping the entrant in the dark about the incumbent's costs and possibly deterring entry, or will it more often stick to the higher pre-entry price it is allowed to charge, thereby inviting more entry by signaling to the entrant that it is inefficient? The answer depends on the particular circumstances of each case.
Suppose, for example, as before, that an efficient incumbent's marginal costs are £8 per unit and an inefficient incumbent's marginal costs are £10 per unit. Accordingly, under the prohibition of excessive pricing assumed earlier, an efficient incumbent is allowed to charge £8 þ k per unit and an inefficient incumbent is allowed to charge £10 þ k per unit. If the cost advantage of an efficient incumbent over an inefficient incumbent is greater than k (the "competitive" profit margin the competition authority allows), an inefficient incumbent cannot mimic the price of an efficient incumbent (unless it is prepared to suffer substantial losses), because it would then have to price below its own marginal costs. In our example, if k, the permissible profit margin, is only £1 per unit, an inefficient incumbent, whose marginal costs are £10 per unit, cannot disguise as an efficient incumbent. 35 Note that we are abstracting here from difficulties of assessing what such a permissible competitive profit is or what the incumbent's marginal cost is. This is because, as noted in the introduction, we are focusing on cases in which the competition authority believes it can overcome such difficulties.
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This is because it would have to charge £9 per unit (the price an efficient incumbent is allowed to charge), which is lower than its own marginal costs of £10 per unit. 36 In such a case, it is clear that there will be no mimicking behavior by inefficient incumbents. While excessive pricing is allowed, there could be some mimicking, as shown in Section III(B). Mimicking can deter entry.
37 Accordingly, when the permissible profit margin (k) is smaller than the cost difference between an efficient and inefficient incumbent, there will be more entry under the prohibition of excessive prices than in the absence of such a prohibition.
Suppose now that the cost advantage of an efficient incumbent over an inefficient incumbent is not greater than k. For example, the permissible profit per unit is £3. Here it might be that an inefficient incumbent would want to disguise as an efficient one by charging £11 per unit (the permissible price of an efficient incumbent, given that an efficient incumbent's marginal costs are £8 and the permissible profit is £3) instead of £13 per unit (the permissible price of an inefficient incumbent, such an incumbent's marginal costs of £10 plus the permissible profit of £3).
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It is interesting to consider when mimicking by an inefficient incumbent is more likely: when excessive pricing is prohibited, as in the latter example, or when it is allowed. Again, the answer depends on the characteristics of each particular case. To see why, note that an inefficient incumbent's decision to mimic an efficient incumbent affects both its pre-entry and postentry profits. On the one hand, mimicking sacrifices pre-entry profits, because it involves charging a price lower than that without such mimicking. On the other hand, mimicking raises post-entry profits, such that it deters entry, enabling the incumbent to remain a monopoly. In this light, let us explore the profitability of mimicking when excessive prices are prohibited versus the profitability of mimicking when excessive prices are allowed.
Suppose first that excessive prices are prohibited. As noted, to mimic an efficient incumbent, the inefficient incumbent charges £11 per unit (the 36 Even if the inefficient incumbent is willing to suffer losses by pricing below its marginal costs, it would then be likely to be prosecuted for predatory pricing. 37 Note that if uninformed entrants' prior tendency is to enter (that is, they place such a high probability on the incumbent being inefficient that they enter even when an inefficient incumbent mimics the pricing of an efficient one), there would be entry whether or not excessive pricing is prohibited. Hence, this case does not affect the comparison between the two regimes described in the text. The comparison is meaningful under the opposite assumption, according to which an uninformed entrant's prior tendency is not to enter (that is, when faced with such mimicking, the entrant is pessimistic about the incumbent's costs and decides not to enter). 38 We are assuming here, for simplicity, that the allowable profit margin is low enough so that to mimic an efficient incumbent's pre-entry price, an inefficient incumbent simply charges the price an efficient incumbent is allowed to charge (£11). If k, the permissible profit, is large enough, an efficient incumbent could engage in limit pricing, charging less than £11, to try and credibly reveal that it is efficient. This assumption does not affect the conclusions. See Section III(A) for more on the theory of limit pricing.
permissible price of an efficient incumbent) instead of £13 per unit (the permissible price of an inefficient incumbent). Suppose now that excessive prices are not prohibited. Then, to mimic an efficient incumbent, the inefficient incumbent charges the limit price (£16 per unit in the example of Section III(B)) instead of its monopoly price of £30 per unit. The question of which sacrifice of pre-entry profits is larger is not trivial. On the one hand, cutting the price from £30 per unit to £16 per unit (when excessive pricing is allowed) involves a larger price cut than cutting from £13 to £11 (when excessive pricing is prohibited). This may imply that mimicking is more profitable when excessive prices are prohibited. But, on the other hand, profits depend not only on price, but also on the quantity consumers demand. The product's demand structure may be such that the increase in demand, when price goes down from £13 to £11, is smaller than the increase in demand when price goes down from £30 to £16. This could tip the result in favor of mimicking when excessive prices are allowed. Moreover, as noted, the profitability of mimicking also depends on the post-entry profits involved in deterring entry. If excessive prices are prohibited, deterring entry (by mimicking) is less attractive because post-entry profits are constrained anyway by the prohibition of excessive pricing. In our example, whether entry is deterred or not, the incumbent can make a profit of only £3 per unit. The only profitability in mimicking and deterring entry, then, stems from protecting the incumbent's market share. The incumbent cannot charge a profit margin above £3 even if he deters entry. On the other hand, when excessive prices are not prohibited, deterring entry (by disguising as an efficient incumbent) becomes more attractive for an inefficient incumbent. This is because if entry is deterred, the incumbent not only protects its market share, but also is able to continue charging an excessive price rather than the competitive price that would have evolved had entry not been deterred.
Hence when excessive prices are prohibited, mimicking of an efficient incumbent by an inefficient incumbent could involve either less or more of a sacrifice of pre-entry profits, but certainly involves less of an increase in post-entry prices. It then remains dependent on the characteristics of each case whether mimicking (that jams the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices) is more likely when excessive prices are prohibited than when excessive prices are allowed.
Accordingly, the effect of prohibiting excessive prices on the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices is ambiguous. That is, thanks to the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices, there could be more signaling, and more entry, under the prohibition of excessive prices than under non-prohibition of excessive prices.
Note that our purpose is to contradict the notion that excessive prices are self-correcting. That is, it is not necessarily the case that excessive prices invite more entry (through signaling) than legally constrained prices. We do 266
Journal of Competition Law & Economics not claim that the prohibition of excessive prices always promotes more entry (by improving the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices). What we have shown is that the answer to these questions is ambiguous and depends on the characteristics of the case. This analysis exposes an interesting policy implication. There is an important downside to "punishing" an inefficient dominant firm by requiring it to charge the lower "competitive price" that an efficient firm would have charged. Some courts seem to have ruled in this manner. 39 The preceding analysis provides a policy reason to object to such a rule. This is because if an inefficient incumbent is forced to charge the competitive price of an efficient incumbent, the signaling virtue of pre-entry prices disappears and entry is deterred more often. Such a legal rule actually forces an inefficient incumbent to create a "pooling equilibrium" and mimic the pricing of an efficient incumbent. Without such a legal rule, the inefficient incumbent might have preferred to charge the higher price suitable to its higher costs, thereby signaling to potential entrants that it is inefficient and that entry could be profitable. This policy reason to object to such an "efficient dominant firm" rule could be added to the extreme difficulty in the implementation of such a rule, demanding from the court or competition authority the ability to verify not only what the "competitive price" charged by the dominant firm under investigation would have been (a task which is often difficult in itself ) but also what the "competitive price" of a hypothetically efficient dominant firm would have been. 40 Finally, the prohibition of excessive prices could at times encourage entry in another way. Suppose that a possible benchmark for showing that the incumbent's pre-entry prices were excessive is to show that the difference between the incumbent's pre-entry prices and its post-entry prices is "excessive" (assuming, as before, that the competition authority is equipped in a particular case to assess what "excessive" is). That is, if an incumbent "excessively" cuts prices after entry has occurred, it faces a great risk of being prosecuted for pricing excessively before entry. This would discourage such an incumbent from aggressively cutting price after entry, and,
